Calibration of respiratory inductive plethysmography during quiet and active sleep in lambs.
Respiratory inductive plethysmography provides a noninvasive method of measuring breathing patterns. Calibration of respiratory inductive plethysmography requires calculation of gain factors for ribcage and abdomen transducers utilizing 2 breathing patterns with different ribcage and abdomen contributions and tidal volume measured by either spirometry or integrated pneumotachography. The purpose of this study was to determine if respiratory inductive plethysmography can be calibrated to provide accurate measurements during quiet and active sleep in lambs. We used a least squares linear regression calibration technique with breaths selected from quiet sleep and active sleep to calculate gain factors in 6 tracheostomized lambs. Validation of gain factors was performed by comparing tidal volumes obtained simultaneously by respiratory inductive plethysmography and pneumotachography during quiet sleep and active sleep. Tidal volume differences between respiratory inductive plethysmography and pneumotachography on validation runs of 15 consecutive breaths each revealed 90% of validation breaths within +/- 20% during quiet sleep and 82% of validation breaths within +/- 20% during active sleep. These data provide evidence that respiratory inductive plethysmography can be calibrated to allow breathing pattern measurement during sleep.